
Vermont Bedrooms BED EXPRESS
60-Day Test Rest

Choosing a New Mattress Set Can Seem a Little Daunting…
Comfort is the #1 reason we purchase a mattress, yet comfort is not warranted 

by mattress manufacturers, only structural defects.
This is why we offer a 60-Day Test Rest.

Vermont Bedroom’s sales staff is dedicated to providing our customers with the knowledge & education necessary for 
picking the right mattress set to meet your needs. However, in the rare case that your choice of bedding proves to be 
incorrect, Vermont Bedrooms provides a 60-Day Test Rest, an after-the-sale service that actually allows you to exchange 
your original standard size set for a more suitable one.
Your body is accustomed to the feel and support (or lack of!) that your old mattress has provided. Your new mattress now 
provides a totally different comfort and support that your body must adjust to. No one can adjust to a new mattress set in 
one night, with most taking longer than a week or more.

YOU MUST GIVE YOUR BODY ADEQUATE TIME TO ADJUST TO YOUR NEW 
MATTRESS

in order to achieve the maximum comfort it can provide.
1 OR 2 NIGHTS IS JUST NOT ENOUGH, IT’S THAT SIMPLE!!

YOU SHOULD NOT EXPECT TO FEEL THE MAXIMUM COMFORT YOUR NEW 
BED CAN PROVIDE FOR AT LEAST 3-4 WEEKS!!

For this reason,
You must sleep on your new mattress for a minimum of 30 days before 

you can qualify for a test rest.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

How the 60-Day Test Rest Works:
-If, after the minimum 30 day initial period, you feel you’ve made a wrong choice, please call Vermont Bedrooms & ask for 
your original sales person. They will be happy to explain your options and, if necessary, arrange a time for you to visit with 
them in the store.

-You are given a merchandise credit, less a 30% re-stocking fee, of the  
purchase price of your original set towards any new set of your choice. If you choose a set of lesser value, the difference is 
converted to a merchandise credit.  There are NO cash refunds or credit card credits.

-We schedule a 60-day test rest Exchange Delivery.  Test rest change deliveries are subject 
to a $100.00 shipping & processing charge. This is service charge is separate from your 
60-day test rest merchandise credit & is mandatory for processing.  It needs to be paid BEFORE the exchange 
is scheduled.

-Your Mattress MUST be clean & stain-free!  For this reason, we require the 
purchase and use of a mattress protector at the time purchase of any 
mattress that you might test rest.  YOU CANNOT 60-day test rest or 
return a mattress that has been soiled or stained in ANY way!  This will 
not only VOID your 60-Day Test Rest, but your warranty as well!
-DO NOT remove any of the law tags!  If you have removed them, this will 
not only VOID your 60-Day Test Rest, but your warranty as well!
-We Also CANNOT Test Rest floor models, clearance specials, special size, 
special order or non-stocked size mattress sets.

Thank You! Enjoy your new mattress!


